The capacity of Bidirectional associative memory (BAM) was examined a lot in research, but not completely. In particular, this issue was not investigated in the context of strings coding. In this paper we apply different approaches to estimate the capacity of BAM for strings coding. One of these approaches is recalling of all coded strings. Another is applying Hamming and Levenshtein distances to recover coded strings. The experiments show poor performance of BAM for the problem of strings coding. In addition, we find a small example of poor performance of BAM. We also discover that there is its extended version. The examples can be used to test advanced methods of coding of strings.
Introduction
Bidirectional associative memory (BAM) is a classic architecture of neural networks. It is investigated a lot in research (see e.g. [1, 2] ). One of the key issues for BAM researchers is capacity [3] . This issue was examined a lot, but not completely (see e.g. [4, 6] ). It is related with existing several ways to estimate BAM's capacity. There are divergent results for different data.
In particular, for a system with n and p units in the first and second layers respectively 90% pairs can be recalled in the presence of min(n, p) coded pairs [4] . There is the capacity 0.1998n on condition that n is equal to p [5] . In [6] an example of storing more than min(n, p) pairs was given. In our paper we continue to examine capacity of BAM. It should be noted that there are different modifications of BAM [3] . We use the original variant from [7] .
Notations and definitions
Let training data be defined as a set of m pairs
where X i = (x i1 , . . . , x in ), Y i = (y i1 , . . . , y ip ), x ij , y ik ∈ {−1, 1}, i = 1..m, j = 1..n, k = 1..p. In according with [7] a matrix memory M is defined as
It is shown in [7] that an associative vector can be found by transferring neuron's signals with matrixes M and M T . For example, to find the associative vector for the vector X 0 following operations should be applied:
As a consequence, stabilized vectors X k and Y k are formed. Similarly, the associative vector can be found for the given Y 0 with following operations:
For any given pair (X i , Y i ) the value of the potential function E can be matched [7] . The value is defined as
In [7] , it was proved that every step in (2) and (3) leads to decreasing corresponding values of the potential function (4) up to a local minimum at (X k , Y k ) in according with previous notations.
Let a training set (1) be given. Let
is a local minimum of (4) . Using the operations (3) for Y k we next find
is a local minimum of (4) . Then the vector X l will be called the preimage for the vector X 0 .
BAM and string's effective representation
Software agents usually should be background and efficient enough for using computational resources to not affect user's tasks performance. When the environment of intelligent agents is a file system there is a need of processing large text data consisting of paths of files. Intelligent systems based on widely used methods such as back-propagation neural networks are typically much less efficient in the case of large data [8] . Thus, the issue of string's effective representation appears. This issue consists in with finding such mapping of text information which allows to reduce the dimension of data. Examining of BAM's applicability for the mentioned issue is mainly related with wide using this kind of neural networks as a classic tool allowing to code pairs of vectors and recall one with another. Another reason of choosing BAM is a simple implementation. Consequently BAM is a naturally chosen model for using in issues such as string's effective representation while developing various agents. On the other hand, BAM's capacity in the context of such issues has not not been investigated. Thus string data used by agents can be applied as a text set allowing to obtain additional information about BAM's capacity. Now we consider how to apply BAM to coding of strings consisting of ASCII characters. For the purpose of using ASCII strings as a training set for BAM they can be converted to binary sequences by using ASCII character's codes. In the case when strings have different lengths, binary views of strings which have less lengths can be expanded by adding zeros. After that binary views of all strings should have the same length. The last step is to change 0 in binary views of strings by −1 for getting bipolar views. Obtained bipolar views can be used as left or right elements of pairs in (1) .
For the purpose of getting the original string from a bipolar view the inverse transformations should be done in back order. It should be noted that while converting a binary view to the character's sequence bits are joined to bytes, and last zero bytes are eliminated. Retain bytes are considered as appropriate ASCII characters.
Let a training set (1) be given. Let left elements of its pairs are obtained from ASCII strings. Let an ASCII string s be given. Let
.n, be a bipolar vector for the string s.
.n, is a preimage for X 0 , then the ASCII string gotten from X l will be called the preimage-string for the string s.
In our experiments training sets consist of strings which are file paths. Examples of such strings are shown on the figure 1. These strings are paired with string containing random visible ASCII characters. For generating visible ASCII characters the random generator of the standard C++ library is used. Each file path contains no less than 26 characters. There are several ways to evaluate capacity of BAM. The reason of it is not only different kinds of experiments, but also existing a few values to estimate. In particular, one of them is a number of recalled pairs.
In this subsection we consider the method offered in [4] . The first part of the method consists in generating 200 training sets for BAM. For each of training sets, a number of pairs m meets 2 ≤ m ≤ 16; numbers of units n and p meet 4 ≤ n ≤ 256 and 4 ≤ p ≤ 256 accordingly. The vectors are bipolar. Also each of the training sets meets the condition m ≤ min(n, p).
Elements of vectors of all trainings sets are automatically generated by using the Microsoft C embedded random generator. A set of data is called an event. If all pairs in that set can be recalled, it is declared a success. Otherwise, it is declared a failure. The percentage of success obtained in the experiment described in [4] , is 90%.
We carry out an analogous experiment for training sets consisting of strings representing file paths. For each training set BAM is made. Next, for each string a preimage-string is found. If a string and its preimage-string are the same, then it is considered as successful recalling.
The Hamming distance between two vectors of the same length is defined as the number of coordinates for which the vectors are different. For example, for vectors (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) the Hamming distance is two. As strings can be represented as vectors, the Hamming distance can be calculated for strings as well. The Levenshtein distance between two strings is defined as the minimum number of operations needed to transform the first string into the second [9] . The operations are insertions, deletions and substitutions [9] . The Levenshtein distance is also referred as edit distance [9] . In [9] the algorithm of finding the Levenshtein distance is given. Let 
, 1}, and t(i, j) = 1 if and only if S 1 (i) = S 2 (i). We execute experiments for strings from training data and their preimage-strings. While calculating Hamming and Levenshtein distances we use binary views of strings. While calculating Hamming distances in the cases, when a string and its preimage-string have different lengths, the binary view of one of them which has less length is extended by adding zeros.
Let a training set (1) be given and left elements of its pairs are obtained from ASCII strings {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s m }. Let s i be a preimage-string for s i . Let d(a, b) denotes either Hamming and Levenshtein distances for strings a and b. We say s i is recovered with a distance
In the experiment for recalling of all strings we obtain 11 BAMs among 200 have just one recalled string. Others have none. Thus the experiment shows that the percentage of success is 0.
As the result of 200 experiments there is the following distribution of counts of recovered strings in a single training set with the Hamming distance: recovering of no strings constitutes 5% of all cases; recovering of one string constitutes 80.5% of all cases; recovering of two strings constitutes 13.5% of all cases; recovering of three strings constitutes 1% of all cases. There are similar results for the Levenshtein distance. They are the following: recovering of no strings constitutes 3% of all cases; recovering of one string constitutes 83.5% of all cases; recovering of two strings constitutes 12.5% of all cases; recovering of three strings constitutes 1% of all cases. The corresponding histograms are shown on the figures 2(a) and 2(b).
During experiments it is noted that there is a small amount of different preimage-strings. The case of one unique preimage-string makes up 67.5% To receive good results of recovering with Hamming and Levenshtein distances there need to be different preimage-strings for testing strings, while in our experiments this condition wasn't met.
Searching difficult data
There has been presented results of experiments showing impossibility of recovering strings coded with BAM. To increase confidence in obtained results it is reasonable to find a small example showing the same behavior of BAM. Such example can be used for testing advanced methods of coding of strings to exhibit their effectiveness.
In [6] the right part of (5) was mentioned as a BAM capacity measure used in a literature. Furthermore, in [10] it was said that there was a good enough quality of recovering in the case of meeting (5). Let consider an example meeting (5) but showing failing to recover.
Let following vectors be defined as:
are bipolar views of strings "o1", "o2", "o3", "r1", "r2", "r3" accordingly. For the training set 
In according with (2) the associative vector for X 1 can be calculated as If we replace elements of Y 1 by values of signum, we get
It is seen that Y 1 is not equal to Y 1 but is equal to Y 0 . In the similar way it can be shown that the associative vector for X 2 is not equal to Y 2 but is equal to Y 0
Thus we have found a small example of a training set of BAM meeting the condition (5), but for which not all vectors from the training set are recoverable. The small example of training data confirms poor performance of BAM for the problem of strings coding. Nevertheless, to increase confidence more in obtained results, to test advanced methods of coding of strings and to discover the issue to a greater extent, it can be useful to find a more general example of training data for BAM meeting the condition (5), but leading to failing to recover some pairs of vectors.
Let the symbol * denotes the operation of concatenation of strings, for example "str1" * "str2" = "str1str2". Let ("c") k denotes the string consisting of k characters "c". Let a 
is a training set for every positive integer k. With a computational experiment the ability to recover vectors coded by BAM was checked. The experiment carried out for integer k from 2 to 1000. The results were the same as for the small example: two pairs of three failed to recover. Based on these results it is logical to propose the hypothesis that the similar behavior will take place for every positive integer k.
Obtained results extend knowledge about the capacity of BAM gotten by other researchers. In particular, in addition to the estimate (5) in [5] and [?] the authors gave the estimate 0.1998n in the case when numbers of units in both layers are equal. This estimate allows to have a finite number of failings to recover. It means that every BAM built upon 0.1998n pairs of vectors and having the same numbers of units in both layers, have to allow to recover all pairs except finite number as n approaches infinity.
Conclusion
In this paper the possibility to code strings with BAM was examined. Experiments showed that meeting condition (5) used in a literature does not guarantee a good quality of recovering coded strings. In the cases when strings are recovered partially, it is possible to try to identify strings with Hamming and Levenshtein distances. However, to receive good results of recovering with Hamming and Levenshtein distances there need to be different preimagestrings for testing strings, while in our experiments this condition was not met.
We found a small example of a training set of BAM meeting the condition (5), but for which not all vectors from the training set are recoverable. In addition here was found a more general example showing the same behavior. These examples increase confidence in poor performance of BAM for the problem of strings coding and can be used to test advanced methods of coding of strings.
In the future the analytical proofing of the general example can be done. It is also interesting to try to find another structures of examples of failing to recover strings.
